
At FASCOR we believe that an automated, 
integrated, and synchronized supply  
chain should be within reach of every 
warehouse, distribution center and 
manufacturer. Our solutions enable our 
clients to improve inventory and fulfillment 
accuracy, reduce shipping and operating 
costs, gain control of warehousing and 
distribution systems, and access supply 
chain data in real time. We’re committed to 
providing robust, yet scalable Warehouse 
and Transportation Management solutions 
delivering Tier 1 capabilities at cost that 
translate to real ROI.

FASCOR has been in business for more than 25 years and is a leading provider of Supply Chain Management software to companies 
nationwide of all shapes and sizes.  Focused on providing solutions built upon the Microsoft suite of operating systems and 
applications including SQL Server, FASCOR currently markets three distinct but interrelated products.  

Many things differentiate FASCOR and its products from others in the market. 
üSuperior “value to price” and “performance to price” ratios.

üRich product functionality in off the shelf modules eliminate costly customization. 

üExtensive integration options improve overall functionality and usability while improving 
the return on investment to customers.  

üThe availability of both WMS & TMS products eliminates “finger pointing” often 
encountered by customers when two or more separate vendors are used for these 
respective needs.

üFASCOR’s products are designed around Microsoft’s operating systems and products, 
especially MS SQL Server.  These products deliver highly scalable solutions that can 
address needs of small and large companies alike. 

üTried and proven, FASCOR utilizes standard project implementation methodologies 
which allows for faster implementation versus other vendors.  This in turn reduces the 
overall cost generally associated with a FASCOR project.

üIndustry proven, “off the shelf’ interfaces with Microsoft’s Dynamics Great Plains 
software which were co-develop in partnership with Microsoft Great Plains

üFASCOR’s team represents hundreds of years of experience in the supply chain  
management market and with this teams commitment, FASCOR will continue to extend, 
expand and improve its offerings for years to come.

Company Profile

Trusted Distribution Solutions

Kele Inc.
Macy’s
Castellini 
Central Power Systems
Bryan Equipment Co.
Orr Safety Products
T-Litzen Sports
Home & Garden Party
Crosset Company
MusicToday.Com
Procter & Gamble
Roland DGA
Club Chef 
Gospel Publishing
Zep Products
RepairClinic.com
Emery Waterhouse
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WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
• Receiving & Directed Putaway
• Outbound order management and picking
• Inventory adjustments & Cycle Counting
• Load Verification & Management
• Documentation & Labeling including Big Box requirements
• SKU & Location Management

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FASCOR TMS (Transportation Management System) is an  
easy-to-use and affordable transportation and parcel 
management solution
• UPS / FED EX and other small parcel carrier support
• USPS support through integrated Indicia
• Real time rating and rate shopping
•  Extended API’s for integration with WMS and other  

internal systems
• Carrier compliant reporting and EDI
•  Fully integrated with WMS for maximum productivity  

and efficiency

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY / WEB TOOLS
•  Real-Time Visibility to all data through user specific  

dash-boards
• Allows Managers to Redeploy Resources as Needed
•  Tracks Process Status and Individual Performance in  

Real-Time
•  Allows Users to Identify and Measure Continuous  

Improvement Initiatives

SEEMLESS INTEGRATION
• Robust integration layer utilizing standard transactions
• Custom data fully supported in transactions
•  Transactions can be real-time of batch including  

mixed configurations
• Native support for Dynamics GP written in Desterity
•  EPR agnostic with implementations with SAP, Sage,  

Dynamics, custom and others

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
• Proven methodology for fastest implementation possible
• Training curriculum customizable to clients needs & team
•  Predefined scenario testing templates for implementation 

certification
• On premise and remote options for training
• Best practices included in review and training processes
•  Post implementation consulting services to maximize  

utilization of systems
• 7x24 support services

FASCOR’s WMS (Warehouse Management 
System) is a fully integrated warehouse 
management solution that enables our 
customers to:

 • Accelerate productivity

 • Access Information in Real-Time

 •  Gain Control of Warehousing Functions

 •  Integrate Warehouse Operations  
with ERP Systems

 • Slash Errors

 • Automate Inventory & Order Processing

 •  Deliver the Right Product on Time,  
the First Time

 •  Integrate all aspects of their warehouse  
distribution operations

ENABLING OUR CLIENTS

PROUD SERVING OUR 
CLIENTS FOR 35 YEARS

CORPORATE OVERVIEW
Serving our clients with trusted supply chain software solutions

WAREHOUSE • DISTRIBUTION • MANUFACTURING
www.fascor.com  •  513.421.1777



Gorilla Glue
• Increased capacity with lower operating cost 
• 65% Efficiency Improvement
• 99% Order Accuracy
• 85% Faster Large Order Fulfillment

“�FASCOR�proved�to�offer�the�best�solution.�The�program�is�powerful,��
accessible�to�our�staff,�is�robust,�quick�to�learn�and�easy�to�use.�In�addition,�
FASCOR�interfaces�directly�with�our�Dynamics�GP�system�providing�a��
completely�integrated�solution.”
Mark Kramer, Sr. Director of Logistics

FASCOR was founded more than 35 years  
ago on the basic principles of trust, quality,  
responsiveness, and service. Today this same  
spirit drives us to solidify our reputation for  
providing outstanding value through our  
products and a commitment to the needs of  
our clients. Our commitment to your success  
and project implementation approach provides  
you unmatched value and the opportunity for  
a measurable return on investment. 

TRUSTED

11260 Chester Rd Ste 100, Cincinnati  OH  45246

SOLUTIONS 
AT WORK

Functionality 
For Any Size Company
FASCOR’s WMS offers companies of ALL sizes a broad and rich 
set of functionality capable of running your warehouses.  While 
providing robust functionality, simplicity remains a staple for 
FASCOR allowing rapid installation and training without the high 
cost often associated with a WMS.  Companies using FASCOR’s 
WMS benefit from many features and functions including:
 

  •  System Administrator for managing all system  
        parameters and rules
  •  Receiving
  •  Putaway (Directed, Manual or Semi  Directed)
  •  Moveable Unit Operations
  •  Location Manager
  •  Order Processing 
  •  Picking (Order, Zone, Multi Order, Narrow Aisle, Pick & Pass )
  •  Voice Directed Picking
  •  Replenishment (Hot, Top Off, Bulk)
  •  Shipping / Load Verification
  •  Cycle Count
  •  Box Building
  •  Advanced SKU Picking
  •  WMS Web Reporting Tools
  •  Integration to TMS for Advanced Planning

Implementing a WMS system can be an extensive process 
changing not only processes but often times the compa-
nies culture as well.  FASCOR’s proven implmentation model 
ensures that the FASCOR WMS is installed as efficiently as 
possible, including leveraging FASCOR WMS’s modular design 
which allows for a phased-in implementation strategy for some 
clients.  

FASCOR’s WMS provides a real-time systems foundation which 
allows for expansion. It also provides the ability to quickly and 
accurately react to changes in business objectives, vendor con-
siderations, and customer requirements.

The Difference
Built over 30 years in business, the FASCOR WMS addresses the 
vast majority of requirements  most clients have right out of the 
box.   But those same 30+ years of experience have proven that 
nothing stands still and no two clients are exactly alike. As a re-
sult,  FASCOR is committed to working with our clients to insure 
that our products truly fit your business through continuous 
improvement, to make sure that last 10% which eludes many, 
is part of your success.  We listen to your needs and feedback 
to ensure our products do what is needed. As we do this, we 
never loose site of maintaining our commitment to develop-
ing products that are not “one offs”, but rather solid, long term 
solutions, that do not require excessive investments of your time 
or resources to maintain and use. At FASCOR, we’re looking for 
long-term relationships, not one-time projects.

System Design & Architecture
FASCOR’s WMS is designed to provide control over the seem-
ingly uncontrollable variables in your distribution center.  

Using today’s state-of-the-art development technologies as 
well as wireless technologies, FASCOR’s WMS operates on 
Microsoft’s Windows family of operating systems and utilizes 
Microsoft SQL Server as its database manager to ensure a 
powerful, reliable, secure platform for users.  Whether you have 
5 users in your warehouse or 500, FASCOR’s WMS is a solution 
that can be easily scaled to your requirements.

Worker activities will be both directed and accuracy-verified 
through the use of radio frequency equipment in a real-time 
environment.  Every activity is recorded by scanning a bar code.  
This information is instantly visible to Host systems, allowing 
management to make immediate decisions regarding the best 
way to operate their business.  Designed to run on any mobile 
device that supports Windows CE or Pocket PC or Windows 
Mobile, FASCOR’s WMS can utilize a variety of hand held and 
pc technologies from vendors like Motorola Symbol, Intermec, 
LXE, Teklogix and others.   FASCOR’s WMS also supports Voice 
based picking using VoCollect’s industry leading speech recog-
nition technologies.

Using products from Zebra and other manufacturers, FASCOR’s  
WMS supports virtually any labeling and RFID requirements 
faced in today’s ever changing world of vendor compliance and 
auto id.

WMS Architecture

• Trusted Distribution Solutions • Trusted Distribution Solutions • Trusted Distribution Solutions • Trusted Distribution Solutions • Trusted Distribution Solutions • Trusted Distribution Solutions • Trusted Distribution Solutions •

 • Tier 1 functionality

 • Proven ROI

 • Lower Total Cost of Ownership

 • Ecoomerce capable

 • Scalable to grow as you grow

 • Order Accuracy

 • Configurable to the client

 • Reduced shipping cost

 • Seamless integration

 • Structured Flexibility

WHY FASCOR?

Our mission is simple: To serve our clients, 
our employees and our community. And 
when you do business with us, you can 
expect us to do our best to deliver a strong 
project. The FASCOR WAY consist of 5 parts, 
all interconnected, designed to manage the 
lifecycle of every project, big or small.

OUR WAY

Repair Clinic
•  Integrated distribution center resulted in  

a 100% productivity increase
•  Processing over 8,000 peak day orders with  

minimized headcount 
• Order fulfillment speed and accuracy increased significantly
• Improved shipping efficiency at controlled costs
•  Seamless MS Dynamics GP integration yields real-time  

visibility and automation
“�People�are�amazed�at�the�technology�driving�our�distribution�center.��
I�explain�how�FASCOR�has�adapted�to�meet�our�needs�and�how�any��
emergency�is�dealt�with�immediately.”
Joe Smith, VP, Supply Chain

ORR Safety
•  Annual Freight & Labor cost savings of  

nearly $500.000 
• Seamless Dynamics GP integration  
•  An integrated environment that supported  

revenue growth of nearly $100 million  
• New levels of order fulfillment speed and accuracy
• Minimal headcount increase
•  Real-Time visibility in orders, SKU movements, inventory status,  

individual/team productivity and more.
“�FASCOR’s�integrated�WMS�and�TMS�shipping�solution�saves�us��
nearly�$500,000�each�year�in�freight�and�labor�costs.”
Chris Milby, Purchasing Manager

Bryan Equipment Sales
• Client since 1987
• 85% Error Rate Decrease
• 99.9% + Shipping Accuracy
• 11,000 SKUs Tracked
• Year-End Inventory Practically Eliminated

“�Having�dealt�with�some�of�the�biggest�WMS�vendors�makes�me��
appreciate�the�personal�attention�from�FASCOR.�The�concern�and��
response�is�one�of�their�many�strengths.�We’ve�had�nearly�no�downtime��
in�my�years�working�with�FASCOR.”
Tim Herbert, Distribution Manager




